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“A

s
an independent, medium-sized
German engineering
company, we’ll be able to respond
more ﬂexibly to market demands”,
says Rolf Themann. The 47-yearold was born in Winterthur,
Switzerland to German parents,
studied Mechanical Engineering,
then gained his MBA in Zug
and Geneva. After 11 years as
Technical Director and Managing
Director at Sklostroj in the Czech
Republic, he joined GPS at the
beginning of this year. In the following interview, the new owner
explains what will stay, what will
change, and what the industry
can expect from GPS in future.
Klaus Rudolph, former Executive
Chairman of GPS, explains the
reasons for the sale.
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Glass Machinery Plants &
Accessories: Mr. Themann,

you’re the Managing Director of
GPS and now the new owner.
How will the management
buyout affect the company?
Themann: Well, for our workforce it means saying goodbye
to a certain level of security the
Saint-Gobain group provided.
On the other hand, we’ll have
more business freedom. That
means fresh opportunities. As
a medium-sized enterprise, we’ll
be able to take our own decisions
and achieve more for ourselves.
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Klaus Rudolph, CFO of
Saint-Gobain Oberland
AG and previously
Executive Chairman of
GPS, talking about the
management buyout

Rolf Themann,
Managing Director and
new owner of GPS

plenty of potential new customers
out there for GPS.
GMP&A: What will change at
GPS?
Themann: First, we’ll drive
innovation – not just for its own
sake, but because we have to. In
the past, not enough has been
done to thoroughly upgrade
our IS machines. They’ve been
around for more than 80 years.
That makes people think there’s
nowhere new they can go. We
will present our innovations at
next year’s glasstec.

so it’ll be user-friendly and stable. Operators shouldn’t need
a degree in rocket science to
operate it. We’re also looking
at practical things like faster
re-equipping.

GMP&A: You mean totally
silent, cool machines that make
ﬂawless products?
Themann (laughs): Actually,
you’ll have to wait for the nextbut-one glasstec for that… No, I
don’t want to promise too much.
But we’re determined to make a
big difference in major aspects
like mould lubrication or swabbing.
GMP&A: What technical developments are you planning?
Themann: Well of course everybody wants better, more precise control systems. And so do
we. But we also have to understand what the market really
needs. We’re designing the new
IS machine with users in mind,

glass machinery plants & accessories 1/2016
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GMP&A: So why was SaintGobain Oberland prepared to let
GPS go, Mr. Rudolph?
Rudolph: We’re conﬁdent GPS
can develop much better as an
independent outﬁt. It doesn’t
need to be part of a large group.
I’d say what we expect from this
move are rejuvenation and stability. As a container glass producer, we know Mr. Themann
will steer GPS into an innovative future, supporting the same
direction we’ve been going in for
the recent two years. There are
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Klaus Rudolph, CFO of Saint-Gobain Oberland AG and
previously Executive Chairman of GPS, left, in
conversation
with Rolf
Themann,
Managing
Director and
new owner
of GPS
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GMP&A: What about green
technology and work safety?
Themann: When you ﬁnd smart
technical solutions for the processes inside the machine, you
automatically increase work safety and cut energy consumption.
You have to look at the system as
a whole. Apart from that, the new
IS machine will be more ﬂexible
and versatile in production.
GMP&A: Where will future GPS
innovations be hatched and produced?
Themann: GPS is proud to be
a German company and to use
the “Made in Germany” mark of
quality. That won’t change. Final
assembly will deﬁnitely always
be here in Essen. The same goes
for commissioning, cold testing
and customer presentations. All

Rolf Themann (left)
and Klaus Rudolph are
conﬁdent that customers
will beneﬁt from
the independence of GPS

that will happen in Essen. Some
components could be “Made in
Europe”, depending on where we
can source the best quality.
GMP&A: What about “Made in
China”?
Themann: We’re not planning
to buy components from China.
“Made in Germany” or “Made in
Europe” are hallmarks still worth
a lot in mechanical engineering.
And rightly so in my experience. We’ll continue to build on
this reputation, experience and
expertise. After all, it’s what our
customers expect!
GMP&A: What does the change
mean for customers?
Themann: Our customers know
us well. They know they can
rely on GPS. So they trust our

Rolf Themann, Managing
Director and new owner of
GPS with a new IS machine at
the GPS plant in Essen

machines, spare parts and services. That isn’t going to change.
In fact, as an independent, medium-sized company, we’ll be able
to respond even more speciﬁcally
to individual requirements. Not
being part of a group will make
us a lot more ﬂexible.
GMP&A: What’s your vision for
2025?
Themann: Well, ﬁrst I’ve got
a vision for 2016! You’ll have to
wait and see, but you can expect a
few surprises… For a start, we’re
going to completely re-think container glass production. That’s a
major future project. Glass is such
a valuable packaging material,
irreplaceable even. It’s important
to make sure it remains attractive
all round for the food and beverage industry. O
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